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Here’s to a future
of unrivalled opportunity

The home of

entertainment technology
PLASA Show welcomes thousands
of product pioneers, business leaders
and creative visionaries with the shared
purpose of exploring every facet of the
entertainment technology industry – from
rapidly evolving tech to the most daring
and disruptive ideas.
With over four decades of experience and one foot
firmly in the future, PLASA Show continues to be
the go-to industry event for all those with a stake in
audio, AV, lighting, rigging and staging.
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Be a part of our big future
PLASA Show is moving to the Olympia Grand Hall from 2020,
allowing for more brands and bigger stands – all on one level!
The move mirrors the show’s upward trajectory in recent years and will provide the show with a
sustainable, long term home for years to come.
The time is now to align your brand with the UK’s flagship event for entertainment technology.

“

“Moving PLASA Show to the Grand
Hall from 2020 is the start of an
exciting new chapter where we
can welcome a greater number of
exhibitors, with greater scope for
ambitious stands and equal footing
across the show floor”
– Sophie Atkinson,
Head of Events, PLASA

The all-new expanded floorplan
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Our audience
PLASA Show offers an unrivalled opportunity to meet thousands of technical
specialists, creative thinkers and decision makers from across live production,
performing arts, music venues, corporate, worship, education and much more.

7,699 attendees in 2019

15% of the audience is
international, hailing from
over 65 countries.

Top 20 job functions:
1. Director/Owner/Chairman

11. Technical Support

2. Lighting Designer

12. Crew member

3. Technician/Programmer

13. DJ

4. Project Manager

14. Venue Manager/Operator

5. Engineer

15. Buyer/Specifier

6. Sales

16. Event Organiser

7. Sound Engineer

17. Stage Manager

8. Student

18. Production Designer

9. Technical Director

19. Press

10. Consultant

20. Music Producer

79% have
spending
authority

Top 15 countries:
1. United Kingdom

9. Spain

2. Sweden

10. Ireland

3. Norway

11. Italy

4. Germany

12. Japan

5. United States

13. Netherlands

6. Denmark

14. Belgium

7. France

15. Russia

8. Finland

46% do not
visit any other
trade show

new

20% were new
to the show
last year

A growing community of creatives, entrepreneurs and leaders...
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Concert/Touring/Live events

5%

Theatre/Performing arts
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Freelancer

Education/Government

Production

6%

Broadcast/Film/TV
Corporate AV/Rental
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DJ
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Commercial AV
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3%
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Consultancy

Systems integration

Distributor

Architectural lighting

4%
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Recorded music/Studio

23%

6%

Press

8%

Leisure/Attractions/Hospitality

6%

House of worship

Local government

Construction

Retailer

Cruise

9%

MI

Product interest

11%

Lighting

Audio

71%
Audio visual

Rigging/
Staging/
Engineering

60%
Accessories

35%

Systems integrator

Effects

51%

39%

50%
Industry
services

Broadcast

17%

21%

Visitor snapshot
Cross paths with professionals from all walks of the industry...

Maximum exposure
Sure, you’ll get seen on the PLASA Show floor, but your brand will travel
far and wide across our platforms all year round too!

Email
marketing

Social
media

Online
profile

Show
catalogue

Press
coverage

Marketing
materials

Be included
in specially
targeted
emails to
industry
professionals
around the
globe.

We spread
the news
about mustsee show
features to
thousands
of followers.

Carve out
your own
distinct
presence on
the PLASA
Show website.

Get in
the show
catalogue
and in the
hands
of every
show visitor.

Coverage
in several
industry
publications,
including the
LSi preview
and review.

We provide
ready-to-go,
customisable
social media
banners,
email footers
and logos.

Unmissable features
Alongside the vibrant show floor is a professional programme which delivers
a curated blend of inspiration and information.
Specialist seminar
theatres

Audio lounges
and live demos

Innovation
Gallery

Expert speakers present
creative achievements, real
world advice, and technical
know-how.

Major manufacturers make
a lasting impression in
dedicated audio lounges
and live demos.

Next generation products
and solutions show what
they’re made of on the
Innovation Gallery.

Watch the 2019 highlights
#PLASAShow 2019 - Here is a look at just some of the best bits!

Click to play

Space only stand
Choose a space only stand for maximum freedom:

If you’re looking to make the ultimate impact at PLASA Show, a space-only stand is
for you. It’s a totally flexible and customisable option for any sized company.

2020 rates per sqm:
Premier Member - £347

• Exhibitors are responsible for the complete build of their stand

Non-member - £435

• Building restrictions apply - speak to us to learn more

Shell scheme stand
Get onboard with a shell scheme stand:

Exhibit at PLASA Show with the minimum of fuss by choosing a shell scheme stand.
It’s the perfect choice for small to medium sized companies looking for an easy and
budget friendly option.

2020 rates per sqm:
Premier Member - £414
Non-member - £518

Shell package includes:
• Shell scheme stand and walls
• Carpet
• Fascia and nameboard

• 1 x 500w socket
• 2 x spotlights
• 1 table and 2 chairs

Hear from our exhibitors

“

“We are having a great time.
We’ve met with international
customers from France,
Spain, Germany and
Scandinavia, representing
the whole industry from
theatre to concert touring.”
- Grant Bales-Smith,
Vari-Lite & Strand

“Once again PLASA did not
disappoint. We were very
pleased with the number
and quality of the visitors
and look forward to seeing
the show grow again next
year when it moves to the
Grand Hall.”
- Gareth Collyer, Nexo

“We’ve been coming to
PLASA for a number of years
now. It’s an absolutely vital
event for the industry. It’s
a great place to come and
discover new technology,
meet people and fantastic
seminar streams!”
- Pat Smith, SFL

“We’ve had a really busy stand
the whole time and seen lots of
different types of customers including international customers.
We’re really excited about the
move to the Grand Hall next year
- it’s a great opportunity to have
everything on one level and will
bring the whole show together.”
- Cat Shepherd, ETC

“This has been the busiest
and best PLASA Show
we’ve done in a long time.
Our Audio Lounge worked
wonderfully well. Virtually
all of the sessions were full,
and we probably could have
done with doing more.”
- Dean Devoile, RCF Audio

“PLASA Show has clearly been
improving year on year with 2019
being the best one yet. We saw
a wider geographic audience
attend the show, bringing new
opportunities, new business and
increased brand awareness.”
- Johan Gunsing,
Adam Hall Group

“
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Talk to us today:
+44 (0)1323 524 146 | eventsales@plasa.org | www.plasashow.com

